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Introduction
As businesses continue to grapple with radical changes to their operations and strategies, the IT function has never been
more important. IT decision-makers have an opportunity to help lead their businesses forward from the disruptions of
the past two years by shaping organizations that are more agile, resilient, and future-proofed for new challenges ahead.
But many face obstacles in realizing this potential.
IT leaders must be empowered to take a guiding role on strategy, and they must
be equipped with the necessary tools and data to make key decisions. How can IT
decision-makers lead in this new era? What challenges must be addressed to meet
their goals? Recent research from Oxford Economics and the SAP Concur business
unit of SAP sheds light on these important questions. In early 2021, we surveyed
500 IT and finance decision-makers across seven countries at organizations with
fewer than 1,000 employees, including 200 decision-makers in the IT function. The
survey covered the changing nature of IT and finance roles, as well as expectations
for the coming years.

Key takeaways from our analysis of
IT respondents include the following:
 IT leaders have their eyes on innovation. IT decision-makers are increasingly
focused on product and service innovation to help meet their function’s agility
and efficiency goals. However, most are spending even more time today on
existing manual processes. IT leaders must balance the day-to-day needs of the
business while increasing innovation and automation to meet their objectives.
 IT must take its seat at the table. While most survey respondents say
they expect to play a larger role in setting overall company strategy, IT

Our results show that some IT leaders are assuming more strategic positions
within their companies, a change driven in part by the function’s critical role in
dealing with pandemic-induced disruption. Yet many IT decision-makers are held
back by spending too much time dealing with manual operations, leaving little
time for innovation. This slow pace of digitization and automation—especially for
finance tasks—is preventing more effective collaboration between IT and finance.
These roadblocks make IT leaders less effective at making informed decisions,
managing the wider business ecosystem, and implementing strategic changes
across the business.

decision-makers are significantly less likely than those from finance to say so.
This is a potential oversight as IT decision-makers are typically more plugged
in to the day-to-day operational challenges of running the business.
 IT must continue to future-proof the businesses it supports. An essential
lesson of the pandemic is that strategies must change and be flexible to meet
ongoing disruption. While the immediate impact of the pandemic will eventually
subside, new challenges will arise, and the IT function’s role as a change agent
will remain critical. To make transformation an ongoing part of strategy, IT will
need the right technology and tactics—for example, digital operations that
allow rapid responses to changing circumstances.
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Key definitions
Throughout this research program, we refer to “digital transformation” and
“company culture.” No longer buzzwords, these are very real concerns for
organizations with fewer than 1,000 employees.
By digital transformation we mean investing in technology
to automate or enhance manual processes, or replacing legacy
technologies with next-generation solutions.
By company culture we mean the ways employees and leaders
at an organization collaborate in their day-to-day activities and
strategically solve problems, make decisions, communicate
changes to culture or process, and overcome challenges.

About the survey
Sample

Dates fielded

Countries covered

500 Finance and IT leaders

March through April 2021

United States, Canada, Mexico, UK,
France, Japan, Australia

Finance decision-makers
IT decision-makers

60%

Company sizes represented
All have fewer than 1,000 employees.

40%

Sectors covered
A wide range, including significant samples
from manufacturing, financial services, and
professional services

17%

11%

43%

29%

fewer than 50
employees

51 to 100
employees

101 to 500
employees

501 to 999
employees
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Sorting out priorities
When prioritizing their strategic goals, IT leaders have their sights set on operational agility and functional
efficiency (38% each)—both of which are crucial to get right in an era of heightened uncertainty. But it is
difficult to streamline processes and increase agility if leaders are bogged down in old ways of working,
which seems to be the case for the IT leaders in our survey.
Fig. 1: Are IT leaders prioritizing the right tasks?
Q: Please indicate whether you or your team are spending more or less
time on the following day-to-day tasks since the pandemic.
IT respondents
Significantly less time
Product and service innovation

Slightly less time

4% 6%

Using existing manual processes

8%

Process innovation

30%

IT maintenance 3%
Data analysis
End-user IT support
Employee IT support

38%

13%
16%

4%

35%

17%

35%

16%
25%

10%
32%

34%

10%

46%

8%

33%
45%

13%

45%
41%

34%
10%

18%

25%
31%

12%

21%
39%

36%

10%

Significantly more time

43%
28%

12%

Making technology investment
3%
and implementation decisions

Slightly more time

27%

16%

Exploring emerging technologies

Automating existing processes

No change

24%
40%

6%
4%

Since the start of the pandemic, over half (64%) of
IT respondents say they are dedicating more time to
product and service innovation—efforts that could
pay off in the form of increased efficiency. But could
manual processes impede progress? Nearly six
in 10 IT leaders report spending more time using
existing manual processes—and few are focused on
automating them. Relying on manual ways of working
leaves less time for IT leaders to meet their functional
goals and increase their strategic importance.
IT leaders would do well to sort out their priorities—
over a third (39%) say that a top obstacle to meeting
functional goals is difficulty digitizing manual
operations, and nearly two-thirds say that the
pandemic highlighted inefficient business processes.
Though country-level results are directional due to
relatively small sample sizes, Japanese IT leaders
are more likely than the total to say digitizing manual
operations is a challenge (48%, vs. 39% total).
These results suggest that the IT function may be
hampered by outdated strategies, negating the
function’s increased focus on innovation. IT decisionmakers must perform a complex balancing act to
increase their strategic sway while optimizing existing
processes and introducing innovations to the business.
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Growing into a strategic role
IT leaders may not be wielding enough strategic influence to effectively meet their goals. The pandemic did
not make this any easier: nearly two-thirds (64%) say aligning growth strategy with executive stakeholders
has been challenging since the pandemic; 62% say the same about long-term strategic planning.
How can IT leaders increase their strategic importance? One key finding from
our global survey is that the IT and finance functions need to be aligned to
effectively influence strategy. However, only 52% of IT decision-makers say they
collaborate effectively with the finance function. (On the country level, just 32% of
IT respondents in the US say IT and finance collaborate effectively; 67% of Mexican
IT leaders say the same.)

One way to better align the finance and IT functions is the digitization of finance
tasks. That could help IT decision-makers, their finance counterparts, and the
wider business network gain visibility into all areas of spending, overcoming a
key obstacle and solidifying the IT function’s strategic importance. Those who
had digitized finance tasks are seeing results: the top-cited benefit from digitizing
invoice management is increased organizational agility (47%), followed by
increased collaboration across functions (36%). Though few respondents have
digitized expense management, those that have report increased productivity
(43%), and increased visibility into spending (37%).

This ineffective collaboration has real implications. Only 36% of IT leaders say
their organization is effective at maintaining financial visibility and data to inform
decision-making, budgeting, and forecasting—and nearly half say maintaining this
visibility has gotten more challenging since the pandemic. That could be because
only 31% say they effectively share data inside and outside the organization.
Effective data sharing is critical for collaboration, making informed decisions,
and increasing the function’s strategic influence.

But to date, IT leaders have not made much progress in digitizing finance tasks.
Only 15% say they have made substantial progress toward digitization in expense
management, 46% say the same for invoice management, and a slim 12% for
cash flow management.

Fig. 2: Is digitizing finance tasks a key to success?
Expense management

Q: How would
you describe
your progress
in digitizing
the following
functional
tasks?

12%

3%

69%

16%

Substantial progress toward digitization

Invoice management

8%

38%

28%

27%

Minimal progress toward digitization
Not begun or are just beginning digitization

Cash flow management

11%

IT respondents
1%

Completely digitized

70%

18%

We have no plans to digitize this task
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Defining
the future

IT leaders play a crucial role helping the business continuously adapt to
pandemic-era disruptions. Many are turning to technology to maintain
smooth business operations—a task that is more important than ever.

More than three-quarters of respondents say they are using new or existing
technology to manage company spending. But at the same time, lack of visibility
into spending is a major obstacle to meeting functional goals. Without that visibility,
leaders may be unable to get a full view of strategic initiatives—for instance, if their
investments are paying off.
These factors could explain why only 49% say that in the future, their role will play
an even greater part in setting overall company strategy, and just 38% say their
role has grown in importance over the past year in this area. These responses lag
the finance leaders in our survey. As they help their business navigate through a
new era, IT leaders need to step up to prepare the business for the future and
prevent disruptions.
But many IT leaders may not have the necessary technology foundation to fulfill
these roles. Only 41% say that they have the right IT infrastructure in place to
effectively interact with customers across multiple channels, and 35% say the
same about IT support for remote or hybrid working. A similar percentage (43%)
say they have the right systems in place that can adapt quickly to changing
business needs. This is a key area for improvement as IT leaders continue to
navigate the changing business landscape.

Fig. 3: Still work to do to prevent disruptions
Q: To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
IT respondents
We have the right tools in place to manage business travel spend.

51%
The finance function was a critical strategic partner during the pandemic.

42%
We have the right IT infrastructure in place to effectively
interact with customers across multiple channels.

41%
Changes to how we interact with customers and employees
have increased our cybersecurity vulnerability.

38%
We have the right IT infrastructure in place to support remote or hybrid working.

35%
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Conclusion
The pandemic showed how quickly the business environment can change—and how agile leaders must be. To prepare for future
disruptions and opportunities, IT leaders need to have a holistic view of the company, but a lack of visibility into spending is a major
stumbling block for these decision-makers. Having a handle on spend visibility can help IT decision-makers manage their cash flow,
increase agility, and change operations quickly to take advantage of emerging opportunities or to prepare for disruptions—all while
increasing their strategic importance within their companies.
Calls to action
We recommend the following calls to action for IT decision-makers and other business leaders.
Balance innovation
& day-to-day
tasks

 Balance innovation and day-to-day tasks. While IT has increasingly become a strategic leader,
the function cannot overlook everyday operations. If these operations are neglected, they can hinder
progress toward improving agility and efficiency.
 Improve finance and IT collaboration. As the two increasingly drive organizational strategy, it is
critical for them to collaborate effectively on strategic initiatives. Digitizing finance tasks could be a
step in the right direction to improve collaboration, agility, efficiency, and visibility into spending.

Improve finance &
IT collaboration

Give IT a seat
at the table

 Give IT a seat at the table. IT proved indispensable to maintaining business operations during
the pandemic. As organizations continue to navigate the post-COVID world, digitizing operations
will become more important than ever. IT will need more strategic responsibility to maximize
these opportunities.

Link to other research materials
Interested in learning about how IT and finance decision-makers are
leading in this new era? Get global and local market insights by reading

For more information, visit concur.com

Leadership in a new era: How finance and IT leaders are guiding post-pandemic strategy.
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About Oxford Economics
Oxford Economics is a leader in global forecasting and quantitative analysis.
Our worldwide client base comprises more than 1,500 international
corporations, financial institutions, government organizations, and universities.
Headquartered in Oxford, with offices around the world, we employ 400 staff,
including 250 economists and analysts. Our best-in-class global economic and
industry models and analytical tools give us an unmatched ability to forecast
external market trends and assess their economic, social and business impact.

About SAP Concur
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated travel, expense,
and invoice management solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify
and automate these everyday processes. The highly-rated SAP Concur mobile
app guides employees through business trips, charges are directly populated
into expense reports, and invoice approvals are automated. By integrating
near real-time data and using AI to analyze transactions, businesses can see
what they’re spending, ensure compliance, and avoid possible blind spots in
the budget. SAP Concur solutions help eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks,
make today’s work easier, and support businesses to run at their best. Learn
more at concur.com or the SAP Concur blog (concur.com/newsroom).
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